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Week 9

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Review

Review graphemes with flashcardsnote any that the children struggle
with and focus on these during the
week.
Teach the y grapheme
Pretend to be eating a yoghurt and
say y, y,
Play the PowerPoint
Trace y in the air.
Look at the objects on the screen
and ask the children to say what
they are.

Review Y sound. Play quick
write CVC words on
whiteboards.

Review y z zz using flashcards.

Review z zz.
Play phonics bingo.

Teach the z grapheme
Put arms out at sides and pretend
to be a bee, saying zzzzzz.
Explain that this phoneme can be
represented by the grapheme z or
sometimes by zz at the end of
words. Play the PowerPoint Trace
z in the air. Look at the objects on
the screen and ask the children to
say what they are.

Teach the qu grapheme
Make a duck's beak with your
hands and say qu, qu, qu.
Play the PowerPoint qu
The letter ‘q’ is nearly always a ‘k’
sound. It is usually followed by a ‘u’
sound which is pronounced as a ‘w’
sound.

Play musical statues when the
music stops show the children a
letter flashcard, they have to make
sound and do the action.
Teach blending and segmenting
using all known graphemes so far
Using quickwrite on board and
individual whiteboards.

Revisit learned
graphemes

Teach
Teach new
graphemes

Play ‘Yellow yo-yo’ on Ed. City as a
class. Chn take turns with pointer
stick at board. Leave on board for
chn to access independently.

Read ‘Dear Zoo’ Talk about what
animal you would like to have sent
to you and write the initial sound of
that animal on back of Bingo board.

Zip, buzz, yo-yo, quiz

Sing 5 little ducks in Makaton
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ltgg0eYosOU

Practise writing z in writing area
and colour bee. (jolly phonics)

Choose yellow pieces to stick to a
yellow ‘y’

Reception
HFWs
Review Words
can yes they
like said
Focus Words
this for come
all look

Review Words can yes they like
said.
Show the flashcards this for
come all look
Recap how Tricky Witch
changes some letter sounds.
The o in come makes an u
sound. The al in all makes an or
sound. The oo in look makes a u
sound.

Read through the words on the
Focus Words Week 9
PowerPoint with the class.

Read through words on the
trail.
Game
Play the vehicle race. Have five
vehicles with a this, for, come,
all, look flashcard taped
securely Each time a matching
flashcard is selected from a
feely bag, that car moves
forward.

Read through the keywords.

Read through the keywords

